
January 7,2008 

El Dorado County Board of Supervisors 
330 Fair Lane 
Placerville, CA 95667 

RE: Addendum to 12/17/07 Request for Denial of 207-0048PD05-00061TMO5-1393 
Serrano Village M, Phase 4 

Dear Board Members: 

This addendum is follow up to our December 17,2007 correspondence, which was incomplete due to unavailable 
staff report attachments and references. Please note that the actual project file for the proposed rezone, while a 
public document, has still not been available for us to view. We a n  scheduled to meet with planner Mel 
Pabalinas on Wednesday, January 9. The items newly listed or expanded upon here are a result of our having 
gained access to the various referenced materials: 

1. Improper Noticing: In the Planning Commission hearing the noticing was said to have been 'legal'. 
However, we can find no exemptions that allow the applicant to skip the direct mailing notification required 
by El Dorado County Zoning Code section 17.14.01 5.A (Attachment 1) and California Government Code 
section 65854 (Attachment 2). Planner Me1 Pabalinas let us know that an exemption existed in the 
Development Agreement. Our research shows that page 1 I of the Development Agreement (Attachment 3) 
does not allow an exemption of this requirement in cases where a change of use (ie: rezone of open space to 
residential) or change of density (ie: increased density for Village M) is proposed. This project was 
improperly noticed and must be re-reviewed at the Planning Commission level after proper notification has 
been given. 

2. CEQA Finding 1.0: Planning Commission approved the project based on this finding, and yet this finding 
is flawed. It states in part "No impacts have been identified which were not discwsed and mitigated in the 
EIR". Many mitigation measures in the Environmental Impact Report (EIR), put in place specifically to 
reduce the impact to sensitive areas such as Village M, have been ignored. Some examples are listed here. 

EIR mitigation measure, page 12-38 (Attachment 4a), Open Space, states: "Large areas within the 
plan boundaries which contain steep topography, expanses of tree cover, sensitive environmental or 
archeological features, or major recreational amenities shall be preserved as permanent open space1'. 

EIR mitigation measure, page 12-39 (Attachment 4b), Natural Open Space, states: "Natural open space 
will be preserved, in perpetuity, in an essentially unaltered condition. No development will occur within 
these areas except the minimum necessary for maintenance andfire prevention and those directly 
associated with the limitedrecreational use of the area." This is repeated in the Specific Plan, section 
6.2.1 on page 57 (Attachment 6c), and backed up by Figure 15 on page 58 (Attachment 6d). 

EIR mitigation measure, page 12-44 (Attachment 4c), Wildlife, states: "Large contiguous areas (of 
oak forest) are needed, as well as connections to ofsite live oak forests ". The connection between the 
Serrano natural open space and the unfenced creekside habitat in Green Springs Ranch is a perfect example 
of this. 

The development as proposed, specifically the creation of lots H & J, is in direct conflict with these 
mitigation measures, and confirms our original point. The densely wooded natural open space of Village 
M cannot be converted to developed residential area and still declare the project exempt from CEQA 
analysis. The retention of the densely wooded natural open space was the mitigation. It is simply not 
equivalent to "trade" this for abandoned golf course as open space, as confirmed on mitigation measures 
page 12-45 (Attachment 4d): "The wildlye value of creebide habitat is increased by its proximity to 
undeveloped open space. Golf courses are not "undeve1oped"from a wildlife perspective ... ': 


















































